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It is hard to know sometimes how our life has
changed until we stop for a moment and look
at how different it is from ten or even five years ago. In
recent years social media, likely more than anything else,
has significantly impacted most of our daily lives.
Envisioning the global conversation that has developed over the past few years because of tools like
Facebook
and Twitter
might have been unimaginable for most people at the beginning of this
decade.
But social media communication tools have profoundly changed our lives and how we interact with one
another and the world around us. Here are the top areas that social media has affected in our daily lives.

1. Where We Get Our News
If you’re like me, each morning before checking Yahoo! or Google News or an online newspaper site like
USA Today or CNN, you first look at the stories your friends and people that you follow are sharing via
Twitter or Facebook. After all, you didn’t choose the editors at newspapers and other publications, but
you did choose the people and groups that you follow on Twitter, Facebook, or other social networks.
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Friends on social media are increasingly becoming people’s trusted sources of information, even more
than search engines. Tech blogger Mark Cuban recently noted, “For the 1st time ever, more people are
finding my blog from Twitter and Facebook referrals than via Google
.”
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Of course, many people still use RSS feeds to stay up-to-date on blogs and publications of interest, but
our list of sources for what is worthy of our attention has expanded significantly. Furthermore, by getting
our news from social media, we know who is recommending it, and can easily communicate with that
person about it. News
is more social than ever.
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2. How We Start and Do Business
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It is easier than ever to start and launch a business today, in great part thanks to social media. We can
not only locate potential collaborators and employees through interest-focused Facebook groups, Twitter
searches, and niche social networks, but perhaps more importantly, social media gives people who have
time, but little money for advertising, the chance to engage with others and promote their business. A
recent article in the New York Times concluded, “For many mom-and-pop shops with no ad budget,
Twitter has become their sole means of marketing.”
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While business in the past was generally conducted with those in one’s immediate environment, social
media, including everything from blogging to tweeting to posting videos on YouTube
, has opened new
possibilities for both customers and clients. Who we do business with and how we promote that business
has moved increasingly online, and for small business especially, social media has proved valuable.

3. How We Meet and Stay in Touch with People
People certainly still meet others at social venues like clubs and parties, but it is easier than ever to
discover people who share our interests through social media, whether that means via groups on
Facebook or following people on Twitter. Even if your interests lie in an obscure area, like 15th century
poetry in France or Nepalese art, there is probably a Facebook group about it, and a Twitter search will
likely turn up other people talking about the same subject.
Of course, there is only so much communication that can happen through a social network, but via
Tweetups and other in-person events, people are expanding these online interactions to face-to-face
meetings. The introductions are initially made through social networks, then people develop the
relationship using phone calls and in-person meetings.
Studies reveal that our time on social networks has nearly tripled in the last year, and while Facebook
has always primarily centered around connecting with people and staying in touch with friends, according
to a study on eMarketer, “41.6% percent of Internet users who used Twitter did so to keep in touch with
their friends.”
In other words, social media is increasingly being used to find and maintain both old and potentially new
friendships.

4. What We Reveal
The old paradigm in communication was that people generally revealed very little of their fears and
doubts. They tried to present the image of themselves to other people as completely confident and
knowledgeable. The goal was to make sure that you appeared like you were always in complete control.
But this is shifting, in part, because of social media. The paradigm is now no longer to try to appear
perfect, but to be more transparent with your thoughts and feelings, to reveal your humanness.
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We now have queens acknowledging that they get nervous at times when speaking, CEOs being more
honest and at times using blogs to express reservations over past decisions, and people openly sharing
personal views on social issues. Of course, what we decide to reveal and when to reveal it can be
delicate, and there will always likely be items we wish to keep private. However, rather than working to
hide our thoughts and feelings, social media is helping to create greater personal transparency.
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5. What We Can Influence
Sponsored By:

It used to be a big deal that Oprah had over 20 million people watch her show every week or that the
New York Times was read by millions of people, and while these large media outlets still control much of
our attention, now with social media, power is increasingly more widespread. So-called mainstream
media is no longer always the driving influencer of public opinion.
On Twitter, some individuals now have a million or more followers, Facebook Pages can also have
hundreds of thousands of fans, and YouTube videos can get millions of views when they go viral. Most of
this content is coming from regular people, rather than big, corporate-owned media organizations. For
example, people like occasional Mashable
guest writer Brandon Mendelson, who has over 950,000
followers on Twitter, have used social media to increase their influence beyond what was possible for
“regular people” in the past.
Even if we have few followers on Twitter or friends on Facebook or subscribers to our blog, the average
person’s influence is increasing as communication channels become more open and fluid. As the networks
for sharing and amplifying information strengthen, the ability of each person to influence public opinion
and policies increases. As a result, we feel much less like passive bystanders and much more like
participants who have a voice in the events in our world.
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Conclusion
In every era, cultures go through numerous changes, and in recent years ours has been more impacted
than anything else by social media. Large media companies are not likely to go away overnight, nor will
the need to communicate by phone or meet people in person, but social media is providing yet one more
means of engaging with people on this vast planet of ours, and if used effectively can give all of us
greater choice in how we live and what happens in our world.
Feel free to share below: How has social media changed your daily life?
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Ellen Yesterday 08:50 AM

#4 - so true! I now have a reference book for all of my friends' favorite books and movies and political
leanings. I wouldn't ever probably ask most of them about those...
Like

Flag

Reply

VincentLauv Yesterday 12:04 PM in reply to Ellen

Thanks you very much for your critical information, i am also fan of twitter and online entrepreneur.
Like

Flag

Reply

Terry Hummer Yesterday 09:01 AM

Of course when Queens and others admit to various human emotions on Facebook or Twitter, there may
be a certain amount of grandstanding involved. We have to filter these utterances the same way we filter
utterances in the "real world," only it's harder when there is no body present to convey body language.
Like

Flag

Reply

soreng Yesterday 09:45 AM in reply to Terry Hummer

I agree. Yes, that is one of the challenges. I think though that if you pay attention to someone long
enough, you get a pretty good sense, even via digitally, if they are genuine or not -- though agree
that in person is always easier.
Flag

Like

Reply

Like

Reply

Stephen Baugh Yesterday 02:22 PM in reply to Terry Hummer

Maybe they aren't "grandstanding" ... Maybe they are just human?
I agree with Soreng, time tends to reveal the truth ... not their title.
Flag

tonyfaustino Yesterday 09:22 AM

From #1 - Where We Get Our News, "Friends on social media are increasingly becoming people’s trusted
sources of information, even more than search engines."
People ask me why I invest time in listening and conversing on Twitter, LinkedIn, or FriendFeed and it is
for this reason cited above. I place great trust in the people who've earned my Twitter Follow, my LI
connection, or FF subscription. These trusted folks efficiently share informative and helpful content much
faster than I could find with my own Google Search.
Like

Flag

Reply

bridaltweet Yesterday 10:00 AM

So true. Esp #2. It has enabled SO many people, like myself, to start a social media business in a matter
of...hours. The new businesses that will survive will be those that serve a true, authentic purpose function.
Flag

Like

Reply

Like

Reply

iTbay Yesterday 10:07 AM

Gr8 post!
Flag

robrawson Yesterday 10:09 AM

I think a no 6 is that it's having an impact on the way we spend our time, and not necessarily always
positive. With the introduction of all these new media types people are discovering what is the right
balance for them in the amount of time spent. For myself and quite a few friends I have spoken with, it's
initially a lot of time as it's exciting and new, and then over time it drops off to the point where it
becomes only once a week or once a month. Interacting too much over the Internet can feel isolating in
our personal lives at times, and definitely can waste a lot of time at work.
Flag

Like

Reply

Like

Reply

Anderson Mccutcheon Yesterday 10:25 AM

Talk about blast-from-the-past post.
Next : have moved from MySpace to FaceBook ?
Flag

MikeMcCready Yesterday 10:55 AM

I would fully agree with these points. Here is why I agree:
Point 1
Look at yesterday's news coverage of the balloon boy. I first heard about it on Twitter, not CNN or my
local news.
Point 2
My wife has started a cake decorating business and creating a group on Facebook. Most of her cakes so
far have come from Facebook leads.
Point 3
I've re-connected with people I knew 10 years ago using Facebook.
Point 4
I've noticed more honesty in our communication, but sometimes the honesty can get us into trouble.
Point 5
Going on the theme with the balloon boy, I couldn't believe that in a matter of hours, he became 2 or 3
trending topics on Twitter.
All in all, I think social media is and will continue to change the way we live.
Great post!
Like

Flag

Reply

dangabriel Yesterday 11:02 AM

The time will come when we will be able to publish, be known by our Real name. We just have to adjust
our feelings about someone when we are online compared with offline. Video will really help - Imagine
Video Twitter !?
Dan Gabriel
www.twitter.com/gdan
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Flag

Reply

wbw_Jeff Yesterday 11:05 AM

The logic of 'we get our news via social media' never quite holds up for me. SOMEBODY needs to be
hearing it from the original source (CNN, NY Times, Mashable, TMZ, Paris Hilton or whatever...). So why
not be that person and maintain your own stable of reliable sources and follow them regularly. Yes, the
crowd is great for pointing out things that you would otherwise miss but there is also a measure of
happenstance in that they will also miss a lot of things that you would otherwise find helpful. I think
social media is an essential part of the information diet but I also feel that those who think it can replace
everything else aren't the true connoisseurs of information.
Flag
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Reply
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jehzlau Yesterday 12:17 PM

I agree with 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. :) Social media is really changing our lives. :)
Flag

David Yesterday 01:52 PM

Great post. Thanks!
Flag

Sheree Rensel Yesterday 02:05 PM

I love these posts about how TWITTER is changing our world. I am @wizzlewolf on Twitter. I tried to log
into Twitter to post this comment, but it was always "OVER CAPACITY". Obviously, "they" need to catch
up to demand! So be it. I am an artist. I organized the "Twitter 140" art show. We have already had one
show and hope our works travel from venue to venue.
My point today is TWITTER allows contact and communication between artists that is unprecedented. As
an artist, curator, coordinator, I want to seize this moment and use the technology available to enhance
(not replace) the traditional art business methods.
I am sure many artists would agree with me. We need to use EVERYTHING within our power to promote
our art in order for the world to see it. Thank you for being an advocate for new technologies!!!!!!!!!!!! :-)
Like

Flag

Reply

wizzlewolf Yesterday 02:15 PM

I KNEW I HAD A disqus.com/wizzlewolf profile!!! This is a repeat of the last comment, but now you know
who I am!!! :-)
I love these posts about how TWITTER is changing our world. I am @wizzlewolf on Twitter. I tried to log
into Twitter to post this comment, but it was always "OVER CAPACITY". Obviously, "they" need to catch
up to demand! So be it. I am an artist. I organized the "Twitter 140" art show. We have already had one
show and hope our works travel from venue to venue.
My point today is TWITTER allows contact and communication between artists that is unprecedented. As
an artist, curator, coordinator, I want to seize this moment and use the technology available to enhance
(not replace) the traditional art business methods.
I am sure many artists would agree with me. We need to use EVERYTHING within our power to promote
our art in order for the world to see it. Thank you for being an advocate for new technologies!!!!!!!!!!!! :-)
Like

Flag

Reply

toddleiser Yesterday 02:26 PM

Great summary of disruption that surrounds us. The iPhone enablement accelerates the process.
Like

Flag

Reply

Carlo Pico Yesterday 04:56 PM

Well written, good to read something like this and not just news about features on those web sites.
Like

Flag

Reply

Web Design Maidstone Yesterday 11:44 PM

Its amazing how quickly this has happened, wonder what we'll be talking about in 10 years time
Like

Flag

Reply

Becky Grant Today 05:04 AM in reply to Web Design Maidstone

Yeah I always wonder this too. It always seems like we will be in a rut forever.. and then.. BAM
something new takes us in a new direction!
Like

Flag

Reply

Vadim Lavrusik Today 05:27 AM

I just want to emphasize the first point. These technologies are changing the way we get news. People
are relying more and more on their friends' recommendations and less on those of news organizations.
Some in the industry are even considering the idea of the next great media organization being completely
hosted on a Facebook platform, which I think has a lot of merit, though the technology isn't quite there
yet. However, for us to innovate and stay ahead, we need to experiment and push in this direction.
Like

Flag

Reply

Daniel Delgado-White Today 08:52 AM

This article couldn't be more precise and truthful. I think this is exactly what has had happened in the
last decade.
Flag
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cavakia 20 minutes ago

Great article!
Flag
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